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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to obtain numerical data for fan tone noise propagation 
and reducing the load f rom blade-tower interaction. By using a CFD code, 
M B 3 D , which is supplied by Professor L i He, fan tone noise transmission and 
wind turbine blade-tower interaction are simulated and analysed. 
CFD application on turbomachinery unsteady f low is introduced and the two 
issues, fan tone noise and wind turbine have been reviewed. The CFD code to 
simulate the two different problems is introduced and its computational 
methodology is described. 
By using CFD method, the sound wave transmission in cut-on and cut-off 
situations are simulated and analysed. The results show that when the 
disturbance frequency is above the cut-off frequency, the pressure wave can 
propagate along the duct, when the disturbance frequency is below the cut-off 
frequency, the pressure wave w i l l decay along the duct. The different decay rates 
depend on different cut o f f ratio. The mesh dependency of the computational 
simulations has been examined. 
Wind turbine blade-tower interaction is also simulated by using M B 3 D code. 
Adaptively pitching blade is introduced in order to minimize this interaction. The 
results show that with pitching blade by half degree or so, the unsteady forces on 
the blade can be at least halved, which can correspondingly reduce the bending 
moment (hence increase the fatigue life span), and improve the average power 
output. 
Keywords: CFD, fan tone noise, cut-off, cut-on, cut-off frequency, pitch control, 
blade-tower interaction. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A finite volume surface, m2 
e specific internal energy, Jlkg 
q heat f lux 
P pressure, Pa 
T temperature, K 
H unit vector 
t time, s 
V finite volume, m3 
U conservative f l ow variable vector 
F, G, H inviscid fluxes 
5" inviscid source term 
x axial coordinate, m 
6 tangential angular coordinate, rad 
r radial coordinate, m 
r viscous stress 
p. dynamic viscosity, Pa S 
K molecular thermal conductivity, Wl(m-K) 
y specific heat ratio 
p density, kg/ m3 
Rj net inviscid fluxes through cell surfaces; Residual for the 
intermediate mesh 
Rf Residual for the fine mesh 
Rc Residual for the coarse mesh 
Rv net viscous fluxes through cell surfaces 
an Amplitude coefficient 
<f>n Phase angle 
V I 
n Harmonic number 
B Number of rotor blades 
Q Rotor shaft speed, radians/sec 
m Number o f lobes or cycles o f circumferential pressure 
/ driving frequency which can make the pressure wave transmit 
circumferentially; 
/ Cut-off frequency o f (m , /J ) mode 
b Outer wall radius; 
Mm Circumferential Mach number for m-lobe pattern, 
Kl°J Characteristic number depended on m , f j . and a . 
Subscripts 
m moving grid 
6 tangential direction 
r radial direction 
x axial direction 
/ the fine mesh 
i the intermediate mesh 
c the coarse mesh 
Abbreviation 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
C A A Computational Aero Acoustic 
CFL Courant-Friedrich-Levy 
BPF Blade Passing Frequency 
LES Large Eddy Simulation 
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation 
vi i 
C H A P T E R 1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1 Overview of C F D Application on Turbomachinery Unsteady 
Flow 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a method to solve and analyze 
problems which involve f lu id flows by using numerical methods and algorithms. 
In recent 30 years, more and more people have been using CFD as a research and 
design tool to simulate and solve different kinds of issues related to f lu id flows. 
Mechanical and manufacturing engineers improve the design o f the vehicles by 
using CFD to analyze the external and internal flows of the vehicles in order to 
improve their performance; c iv i l engineers are_ using CFD to analyze the 
structure and rheology of rivers and lakes as well; building service engineers are 
using CFD to set up the thermal modelling in order to provide comfortable and 
safe human environments. CFD has been widely used in more and more fields to 
solve problems (Anderson, 1995; Dixon, 1978). In the future, it is expected that 
surgeons w i l l conduct operations which may affect the f low of fluids within the 
human body (blood, urine, air, the f lu id within the brain) only after their 
probable effects have been predicted by CFD methods. 
In turbomachinery field, CFD has been widely used to simulate unsteady f low 
situations due to the rotor-stator interaction, blade vibration, and blade trailing 
edge vortex shedding and so on. More and more advanced numerical methods 
have been developed to be applied in the unsteady f low simulation in 
turbomachinery. Nonlinear time-marching method has been used for unsteady 
f low calculation f rom its birth. In this method, the time domain has a real 
meaning in which the unsteady or time-dependent solution is marched. For a 
periodic unsteady f low, such as the unsteady f low induced by bladerow 
interaction or blade vibration, the solution should be stepped through many 
cycles o f the transient process until a periodic solution is reached. Usually, the 
time-marching unsteady calculation is much more CPU time consuming, 
however, the significant development of this method for unsteady 
turbomachinery f low has been made in last two decades, especially the 
application in the three areas: bladerow interactions, flutter, and trailing edge 
vortex shedding (Ning, 1998; Hanson, 1994). Giles proposed a novel phase-shift 
periodic boundary treatment in a wake/rotor interaction calculation where the 
f low governing equations are firstly transformed f rom the physical time domain 
to a computational time domain (Giles, 1988). L i He developed a time-consistent 
two-grid method which can considerably speed up the convergence of unsteady 
calculations (He, 1993). With the development o f the CFD calculation method, 
the CFD application on unsteady f low is facilitated. Time-linearized harmonic 
method is an alternative to the nonlinear time-marching methods used for the 
unsteady f low analysis. In this method, an unsteady f low is decomposed into a 
steady f low plus a linear, harmonically varying unsteady perturbation. The 
harmonic perturbation equation is a linear equation with coefficients based on 
the steady f low solution. Currently, the time-linearized methods are being 
actively developed in three aspects which are to develop the 2D time-linearized 
Euler methods into fu l ly three-dimensional methods (Hall and Lorence, 1992), to 
extend the Euler methods to Navier-Stokes methods (Holmes and Lorence, 1997), 
and to include the interaction effects f rom other blade rows in a single bladerow 
calculation. Although this method has high computational efficiency, the 
nonlinear effects are completely neglected due to the linear assumption which 
can be potentially important in turbomachinery unsteady flows. Nonlinear 
Harmonic Methodology has been recently proposed by He (He, 2006). In this 
approach, the Time-Averaged f low (instead o f steady f low) is used to be the base 
of unsteady perturbations. Nonlinear effects are to be included in a coupling 
solution between the time-averaged f low and included in a coupling solution 
which is the key to this nonlinear harmonic approach. 
Recently, Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) method has been developed as a 
viable tool for analysis of engineering problems in which noise plays a 
significant role. The promise o f C A A lies in its ability to simulate accurately the 
physical processes involved in the generation and propagation o f sound and thus 
it offers insights that can complement the knowledge gained from analytical and 
experimental methods. However, the noise issue is still a challenge to C A A due 
to its complexity. The application of C A A on fan noise w i l l be reviewed in 
Chapter 2. 
In this thesis, a computer code (MB3D) using CFD method is applied to solve 
the unsteady f low equations to predict fan tone noise, and also to simulate the 
wind-turbine blade-tower interaction. These problems and related issues are 
described in the next sections, and the CFD method is described in Chapter 3. 
1.2 Problem Statement of C F D Application on Fan Tone Noise 
Prediction 
Fan noise includes the broadband noise and tone noise. Fan tone noise is the 
main part o f fan noise (caused by the rotating nonuniform pressure field around 
rotor blades). The prediction on the tone noise can contribute a lot to reduce the 
fan noise. In this thesis, the sound wave propagation in intake duct is simulated 
by using CFD method to analyse the different pressure wave transmission 
situations. 
Why do we use CFD method to predict the fan tone noise? Analytical and 
experimental methods have been both used to analyse the fan noise problem. 
However, they both have the limitations. For the analytical methods, the 
theoretical models used in the fan tone noise prediction rely on simplified 
descriptions o f configurations and f low conditions that prevail inside the engine. 
For the experimental methods, parametric studies tend to be expensive and time 
consuming. Therefore, the CFD method was introduced to apply for the analysis 
o f this problem. 
The main challenge to the nonlinear time-marching CFD method is the small 
acoustic signals relative to numerical errors. Acoustic waves usually have small 
amplitudes, which are very small compared to those o f the mean f low. To 
compute sound waves accurately a numerical scheme must have low numerical 
dispersion and dissipation, which means they must have low numerical noise. 
CFD uses the Taylor series truncation error analysis, leading to that a higher 
order scheme is more accurate (less dissipative) than a lower order scheme. The 
basic elements in order to simulate this problem accurately are: time marching 
scheme, a suitably designed computation grid and a suitable numerical treatment 
for use at the boundaries of the computational domain (Tarn, 2004). In this thesis, 
M B 3 D code was applied to simulate the sound wave transmission cut-on and 
cut-off 2D situations based on CFD method. The detail o f this methodology w i l l 
be described in chapter 3. 
Currently, there is already the theory to predict the cut-on and cut-off situation in 
a simple 2D duct. However, for 3D situations, it is complicated. In 3D, there may 
well be that cut-on occurs for only a certain radial part and other regions along 
the radius are of a cut-off condition, when the sound waves transmit upstream in 
a duct. In order to simulate this, it is firstly necessary to simulate the 2D situation 
in order to identify i f the methodology is applicable for this problem. And then, 
based on this, the M B 3 D code can be developed to be used to simulate the 3D 
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situation and predict the fan tone noise. Chapter 4 w i l l discuss the cut-on and 
cut- o f f simulations. 
1.3 Control of Wind Turbine Blade-Tower Interaction 
Wind turbine is becoming more frequently used by different countries to 
generate the power because of its non-pollution and renewable advantage. 
During the operation, the rotor blades rotate and pass in front of the supporting 
tower, which causes the blade-tower interaction. This blade-tower interaction can 
cause problems for wind turbine relating to the unsteady forces leading to 
structural dynamical loads, unsteady power output, the decrease of the average 
power output, and the increase of the wind turbine noise and so on (Ansley, 2002; 
Gipe, 2004; van de berg, 2004; Pedersen, 2003). The main reason is the change 
of the f l ow incidence angle when the blade is approaching and leaving the tower. 
Therefore, i t would be useful to consider the blade-tower interaction for the sake 
of the stable power output and structural stability. Although this problem is 
known, there is not much research done on this field which w i l l be mentioned on 
Chapter 2. 
In order to reduce the blade-tower interaction, it is necessary to predict this 
interaction by computer simulation which is less time and cost consuming 
compared with the experimental method. Based on this, the suitable method for 
reducing this interaction can be developed. In this thesis, it is aimed at simulating 
the blade-tower interaction in 2D simulations and correspondingly investigating 
the feasibility of controlling the unsteady interaction by adaptively pitching 
blade. 
The M B 3 D CFD code is adopted to simulate the wind turbine blade-tower 
interaction. The detailed methodology w i l l be descried in Chapter 3. Through the 
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simulation, the force changing on the blade due to the different blade-tower 
location in each revolution can be analysed. Based on the result f rom this 
simulation, different blade pitching regulation can be analysed and the pitching 
blade can be also simulated. The amount o f this change can be adjusted by 
changing the pitching degree. Finally, the pitching effect on the blade-tower 
interaction can be gained through the simulation which w i l l be described at 
details in Chapter 5. 
1.4 Overview of the Thesis 
This thesis is aimed at using CFD method M B 3 D code to compute two 
turbomachinery unsteady aerodynamic problems, a) fan tone noise transmission 
cut-on & cut-off situation and b) control the wind turbine blade-tower interaction 
by adaptive pitching. 
In Chapter 1, the CFD application on the turbomachinery unsteady f low is 
described; also the methods which w i l l be applied on the sound wave 
transmission and wind turbine blade-tower interaction problems are described as 
well . In Chapter 2, literature on the fan tone noise problems w i l l be reviewed 
which includes information on the source o f the fan noise, the current prediction 
methods and noise reducing methods. Also the current wind turbine control 
systems and the CFD applications on wind turbine are reviewed. In Chapter 3, 
the methodology used in M B 3 D code is described. In Chapter 4, the fan tone 
noise cut-off and cut-on frequency theory are studied, and the corresponding cut-
o f f and cut-on different situations are simulated by using M B 3 D code. In 
Chapter 5, the wind turbine blade-tower interactions are simulated and analysed. 
Subsequently the pitching blade method for minimizing blade-tower interaction 
is introduced and the pitching effect is simulated. Conclusions f rom the research 
are drawn in Chapter 6, wi th some recommendations for the future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. L I T E R A T U R E R E V I E W 
2.1 Literature Survey for Fan Noise 
2.1.1 Introduction to Fan Noise 
Fans are widely used in ventilation systems and air-conditioning systems. Fan 
noise is consequently a part o f global noise, which affects people's life. Even in 
the office, fan noises are generated not only f rom the air-conditioning system for 
the office space, but also f rom the computer. 
Figure 2 1 Ventilation Fan 
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There are mainly three kinds of factors which affect the fan noise: 
(a) The geometric parameters of the fan, which include the diameter, the number 
of blade and the hub-tip ratio (the ratio o f the hub radius to the tip radius). 
Through a numerical calculation and experiment of the effect of the number 
of blades on the sound pressure, it is shown that with the number o f the 
blades increasing, the sound pressure level at BPF (blade passing frequency) 
increases (Jeon, 2002). Also, when the diameter of the impeller is increased, 
the performance and the fan noise w i l l be increased as well (Heller, 1999). 
(b) The immediate environment of the fan, which includes the duct o f the fan, 
the shaped inlet, rotor-stator distance, ~ and the position in the whole 
ventilation system etc. A better shaped duct inlet can decrease the effect of 
the upstream distortion by regulating the f low at the machine entry. The level 
of the acoustic pressure is strongly attenuated when the inlet f low is 
homogenized, and this decline concerns both the noise at the discrete 
frequencies (tone noise) and the broadband noise (Maaloum, Kouidri , 2003). 
The distance between the rotor and stator also affects the fan noise which 
comes f rom the rotor-stator interaction. The inlet f low situation is also 
influenced by the position the fan in the whole system. I f the ventilation fans 
are installed in the straight duct, far away the corner o f the duct, the inlet 
f low can be homogenized thus the fan broadband noise can be decreased. 
(c) Fan operation conditions which include the rotational speed and the f low rate. 
From the acoustic similarity law and the measured data, it is known that the 
2 8 
acoustic pressure is proportional to U ; here U is the blade tip velocity 
(Weidemann, 1971). Thus, we know that the sound pressure level (SPL) w i l l 
increase wi th the increase of the rotating speed. I f the f low rate is under the 
off-design condition, the fan noise can be increased whatever the real f low 
rate is above or below the design f low rate. "The general fan sound law 
shows that the change o f the f low rate coefficient f rom 0.112 to 0.14 results 
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in a change of noise by about 0.5dB." (Jeon, 2002). I f the f low rate is 
reduced, the f low pattern is changed such that the f low is separated at the 
leading edge of the blade and the broadband noise increases. 
2.1.2 The Source of Fan Noise 
Fan noise is produced by a number o f different sources. "Most o f the sources 
involve the interaction o f small unsteady f low perturbations with the rotor and 
the stator blade rows within the stage. These include the interaction o f inf low 
distortions, the inlet boundary layer wi th the fan, and the interaction o f fan f l ow 
perturbations (blade viscous wakes, tip clearance f low and so on) with the bypass 
and the core stators." (Rumsey, 1998; Sato, 1999; Smith, 1997; Envia, Wilson, 
2004; Ventres, 1982; Wong, 2003). Depending on the nature of the unsteady 
perturbations, the interaction sources generate discrete frequency tones (tone 
noise) and broadband noise which are the mainly noise simulated currently. For 
subsonic fans, the acoustic tones are usually 10-15dB above the broadband level 
and mainly due to wake interaction between rotor and stator (Polacsek, Desbois-
Lavergne, 2002). Thus,_to control and reduce the tone, noise, is the main task 
currently. In this thesis, it is aimed at fan tone noise study. Fan tone noise is 
mainly caused by the periodical perturbations f rom the rotating blades and the 
interaction between the rotor and stator. A propagation theory for an idealised 
2D duct w i l l be described in Chapter 4. 
2.1.3 Typical Ways to Measure and Reduce Fan Noise Level 
There are some standards for the fan testing. The European standard ISO 5801 
and ISO 5136 govern the aerodynamic and acoustic tests of free inlet fan. Digital 
micro-manometers, microphone probes and ICP preamplifiers are generally used 
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in the testing system. When a fan was operated, the noise meter can be used to 
measure the noise level (Maaloum, Kouidri, 2003). 
Current solutions to reduce the fan noise at the source consist o f selecting the 
number of the rotor blades and the number of the stator blades combinations to 
ensure that the interaction modes at the blade passing frequency (BPF) are cut 
off. Also, the fan noise can be controlled through adjusting the distance between 
the rotor and stator to decrease the number and the intensity of the propagating 
interaction modes. Nowadays, this method is becoming less effective because o f 
the increasing bypass ratios o f turban fan engines. Some authors also use a wake 
generator to reduce the fan interaction noise (Polacsek, Desbois-Lavergne, 2002). 
After a fan is designed and manufactured, i f it is found to be too noisy, then, 
some measures can be adopted such as homogenizing the f low at the inlet o f the 
fan; put the fan far away from the curved duct in the system; load the muffle in 
the exit of the fan; operating in the vicinity o f the design point o f the machine; 
reducing the rotational speed without interfering wi th aerodynamic performances; 
increasing the rotor-stator distances (Maaloum, Kouidri , 2003). It should be 
noted that, for a fan with an optimized design f rom an aerodynamic point o f view, 
the improvement o f their acoustic performances may become difficult . 
2.1.4 Prediction of Fan Noise Using CAA Method 
In addition to the analytical and experimental methods as mentioned above, 
Computational Aero Acoustics (CAA) has been used to study fundamental 
aspects of noise generation and propagation in a number of model problems of 
technical interest like jets, cavity flows, and duct radiation (Freund, Lele, and 
Moin , 1998; Shieh and Morris, 1999; Goldstein, 1976; Larsson, 2002). The 
promise of C A A is its ability to simulate accurately the physical processes 
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involved in the generation and propagation of aerodynamic sound, therefore, it 
can complement the knowledge gained f rom analytical and experimental 
methods. Use of C A A to deal wi th the fan noise modelling problem has not been 
fu l ly developed due to the complexity. 
This thesis is aimed at analysing the fan tone noise transmission problems; a 
CFD method is applied to analyse and simulate this aero-acoustic problem which 
w i l l be described in Chapter 4. 
2.2 Literature Review of Wind Turbine 
2.2.1 Introduction of Wind Turbine 
Wind energy is increasingly used in many countries for generating the power, 
not only because it is no-pollution, but also because it is renewable energy. 
European countries such as Holland, Norway and France have been the world 
leaders in the design and manufacture o f wind turbines due to their historical 
experience o f several centuries in building complex wind mil l structures, which 
were used in water pumping, grain grinding and for lumbering (Ansley, 2002; 
Hansen, 2000). 
A wind turbine is a machine to convert the kinetic energy of the wind into the 
mechanical energy. The mechanical energy can be converted into electricity for 
daily life or industrial applications. There are two types o f wind turbines, which 
are horizontal axis wind turbine ( H A W T ) and vertical axis wind turbine 
( V A W T ) . 
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Figure 2.2 H A W T Figure 2.3 V A W T 
Generally, the H A W T is used more than V A W T . For the V A W T , lower energy 
extraction efficiency is gained than the H A W T because o f more turbulent air 
f low near the ground. And it is diff icul t to mount the vertical axis turbines on the 
towers. For the H A W T , the gearbox is on the top o f the tower, which includes 
the yaw mechanism, the electrical switch boxes and control system (Muljadi, 
Butterfield, 1997). 
Typical modern wind turbines have diameters o f 40 to 90 meters; towers range 
from 25 to 80 meters high; most machines operate at a constant speed of 15-50 
revolutions per minute, though new designs have variable speed. Almost all wind 
turbines start operating at a wind speed o f 4-5 meters per second and reach 
maximum power at about 15 meters per second (Muljadi, Butterfield, 1997). 
Figure 2.4 shows a power curve for a typical Danish 600 K W wind turbine. 
From the power curve, we can see that when the wind speed is 15 m/s, the power 
output reaches its maximum. Wind turbines are therefore generally designed so 
that they yield maximum output at wind speed around 15 meters per second. 
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Figure 2.4 Power Curve 
(http://www.windpower.org/en/tour/wres/pwr.htm) 
There are some issues o f wind turbine. One o f them is the noise which includes 
the mechanical noise and aerodynamic noise. In modern wind turbines, 
manufacturers have managed to reduce almost all kinds o f mechanical noise and 
are now working on reducing aerodynamic noise f rom the rotating blades 
(Hansen, 2000). 
The blade-tower interaction is one o f the sources which generate aerodynamic 
noise. Also, the interaction contributes to the blade vibration problem causing 
blade short life span and wind turbine instability (Pedersen & Halmstad, 2003). 
Therefore, to minimize the blade-tower interaction w i l l help to reduce the wind 
turbine noise, increase the blade fatigue life span and improve wind turbine 
structure stability. A novel method for minimization o f the blade-tower 
interaction is put forward in Chapter 5. 
2.2.2 Wind Turbine Control System 
A l l wind turbines are designed with some sort o f power control in order to get 
relative stable power output and avoid damaging itself when the wind is very 
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strong. There are mainly three different ways o f doing this on modern wind 
turbines, which is stall control, pitch control and yaw control. 
• Stall control: Stall controlled wind turbines use a simpler form of blades that 
are attached to the hub at a fixed angle. The geometry of the rotor blade 
profile has been aerodynamically designed to ensure that when the wind 
speed becomes too high, the f low separates f rom the suction surface and the 
blade l i f t starts to fa l l . This stall prevents a further increase of blade force 
and hence limits the blade load at a high wind condition. Two thirds o f 
installed wind turbines are stall controlled (Muljadi , Pierce, Migliore, 1998). 
• Pitch control: The conventional pitch control system is to pitch the rotor 
blades slightly out of the wind when the power output becomes too high and 
w i l l turn the blade back into the wind when the wind drops again according 
to the electronic controller. On a pitch controlled wind turbine, the actuating 
mechanism w i l l generally pitch the blades a few degrees every time the wind 
changes in order to keep the rotor blades at the optimum angle of attack in 
order to maximize output for all wind speeds. This pitch control system just 
pitches the blade according to the different wind speeds (Muljadi , 
Butterfield, 1997). However even though the wind speed is constant, the 
power is not constant because of the blade-tower interaction. I f the blade-
tower interaction can be minimized by using a blade pitching, then it does 
not only benefit to the power output, but also contribute to the wind turbine 
structure mechanical integrity. The feasibility w i l l be studied in the present 
work as described in the next chapter. 
• Yaw control: A n idealized situation for H A W T is that the wind direction is 
normal to the turbine plane. When the wind direction changes, the turbine 
plane w i l l change its orientation to match. This is done by a yaw control 
system, which is constantly trying to rotate the nacelle to minimize the yaw 
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misalignment in order to get as much air through the rotor plane as possible 
(Farret, Pfischer, Bernardor, 2000). 
2.2.3 CFD Applications on Wind Turbine 
To increase the output of wind turbines and improve the efficiency and reliability, 
better understanding of flows around the wind turbine is required. It is diff icul t 
to conduct f u l l scale wind tunnel tests because of the size of turbines (a typical 
blade span is about 10m or more). Schepers at al. (1997) reported their early 
field tests on a NREL Phase I I H A W T blade. Pressure distributions on the blade 
surface on several spanwise positions are measured. This provides some 
validation data for CFD codes; however, it is not enough for fu l ly understanding 
the f low because the available data is limited. Numerical simulation becomes a 
very important tool for optimal designing of the shape of the blade and the 
control system. Kang (2001) and Duque et al. (1999, 2000) reported their 
Navier-Stokes simulation results of the NREL turbine. In their simulations, a 
multi-block structured-grid wi th more than one million grid nodes are used 
around a single blade. The numerical results show good agreement with the 
experiment except near hub regions at low wind speed conditions. 
Different pitch control methods based on the variable wind speed were studied 
by various researchers (van der Hooft; van Engelen, 2004; Muljadi ; Butterfield, 
1997). However, adaptive use o f pitching blade to reduce the blade-tower 
interaction has not been reported. In this thesis, the simulation of pitching blade-
tower interaction w i l l be studied by using an unsteady CFD code. M B 3 D code 
(He, 2006) w i l l be used to simulate the f low for a wind turbine with periodically 
pitched blades. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
METHOD 
MB3D code is a multi-block f l ow solver in 3 dimensions to compute the f lu id 
f low in turbomachinery developed by He (2006) in Durham University. It can 
compute the compressible steady f low and unsteady f low caused by inlet and /or 
outlet distortion and/or blade vibration with the cell-centred finite volume 
scheme with 4-stage Runge-Kutta time-marching method. In this Chapter, the 
computational methods adopted in M B 3 D code w i l l be described. 
3.1 Governing Equations and Turbulence Model 
• Governing Equations 
A l l the computational f lu id dynamics is based on the fundamental governing 
equations which are the laws o f conservation. The three laws of conservation are 
those o f Mass, Momentum and Energy. A set o f partial differential equations are 
used to express the Navier-Stokes integral equations in order to approximate the 
behaviour of the f luid f l o w within the computational domain. In M B 3 D code, the 
cylindrical (x, 6, r—axial, circumferential and radial) coordinates are used for 
convenience o f simulating f lu id flows in turbomachines, and also an absolute 
frame o f reference is adopted. For a finite control volume 5V with a close 
surface SA, which moves with velocity u„„ v,„, and wm, the three-dimensional 
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unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations, which represent the 
conservation of mass, momentum and energy, are given in an integral form as 
follows (Huang, 2006): 
|- \\\UdV + § ( ( F - Uum X + ( G - Uvm )ne + { H - Uwm )nr) • A 
= \\\SdV + §(Vxnx +Vgn0 + Vrnr)-d!i, (3.1) 
S\- SA 
where, U is the vector o f conservative f low variables; F, G, H are the inviscid 
f lux vectors; Uum , Uv„, , and Uwm derive f rom the contribution of moving grid 
due to the blade rotation and vibration; H={nx,ne,nr) is a unit vector in the 
outgoing normal direction o f the cell surface; S is the inviscid source term to 
account for the centrifugal effect; V x , V d , Vr are the f u l l viscous terms. 
U = 
> , ( 
pux puxux+P 
rpug F = rpueux G = 
pur purux 
^pe + P)uX/ V 
<pur ' o 
puxur 0 
H = rpugur , s = 0 
purur + P (/>-, 
K(pe + P)ur/ 1° 
\ 
ve = 
\U.x^x0 + U e T 0 0 + U r T r d ' 
pUg 
pilxUg 
r{pUgUg + P) 
pilrUg 
(pC + P)Ug J 
' 0 
V. = rr 
V. = 
' 0 
rr Or 
where p ,p ,ux, u0, ur denote the primitive variables which are pressure, density, 
total energy and velocity components respectively. The viscous stresses are: 
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t „ = / / ( - - - ( - + 9-)), (3.2) 
3 dx 3 V dr r 36 
*eo = M ( - ( - - r f ) - - ( t 1 + - r f ) ) , (3.3) 
3 2 dd 3 or ox 
Adu. 2,\dugdux w 
r = / / ( — — - — ( ^ — - + — ) ) , (3.4) 
" ^ 3 dr 3 r 36 dx r 
X0 ~T6tr ~ M 
1' 3uR 1 3ur^ 
—* + — i . 
ax /• 36 
(3.5) 
.5w f dw r . 
r , , = r r t = / / ( — ^ + — ^ ) , (3-6) 
/TV H i ' 
, i our o , u a , „ =?,8 = V ( ~ 1 ± + r — (-t)), (3.7) 
The heat fluxes which arise f rom the temperature gradients are obtained f rom the 
Fourier's heat conduction law: 
, 3T , 3T , 3T 
dx r36 dr 
The system equations are closed by the equation o f state: 
P = (r-\)p(e-±{ux2 +ug2 +u,2)), (3.8) 
where k is the molecular thermal conductivity. For the laminar f low, the 
viscosity /u and thermal conductivity k can be obtained by the Sutherland's law. 
For the turbulent f low, the molecular viscosity /J and the molecular thermal 
conductivity k can be expressed as the fol lowing equations: 
u = u, + w,, (3.9) 
* = C , ( £ L + F L ) ' ( 3 - 1 0 ) Pr, Pr, 
where the subscripts / and t denote laminar and turbulent states respectively. In 
(3.10), Pr, = andPr, = . The laminar viscosity u, is obtained f rom the 
ki k, 
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Sutherland's law wi th a reference viscosity coefficient being calculated f rom a 
fixed Reynolds number at the inlet f low condition; the turbulence viscosity u, is 
worked out according to different turbulence model. 
• Turbulence Model 
There are many types of methods to deal with the turbulence, ranging from the 
simplest algebraic model to the more accurate Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and 
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Although the LES and DNS methods are 
more accurate than others, they require prohibitive amount o f computing power. 
In M B 3 D code, there are two turbulence models which can be chosen to apply. 
One is the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic mixing length model (Baldwin and Lomax, 
1978); the other is the One-Equation Spalart-Allmaras model. In this thesis, 
when we analyse and simulate the problems, the One-Equation Spalart-Allmaras 
model was adopted. The Spalart-Allmaras model is an eddy viscosity model 
based on a transport equation for the turbulent viscosity. It was inspired f rom the 
Baldwin-Barth one equation model (Baldwin and Barth 1991). This model aimed 
at improves the predictions obtained with algebraic mixing-length models and 
provides an alternative to two equation models. The formulation and coefficients 
are defined based on dimensional analysis, Galilean invariance, and some 
selected empirical results. The empirical results used in its development are two-
dimensional mixing layers, wakes, and flat-plate boundary layer flows (Zheng, 
2004). In the Spalart-Allmaras model (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992), the eddy 
viscosity function is defined in terms o f an eddy viscosity variable, v , and a wall 
function, f v ] , as following: 
v , = v f v i , (3-11) 
In zones far f rom wall , the wall function equals to 1. 
The convective transport equation of the eddy viscosity is modelled as: 
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dx 
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dx 
dz 
+ • 
dy dy J oz dz 
(dv dv ^dv dv + <3v dv^ 
\^dx dx dy dy dz dz j 
(3.12) 
r f _ £ * L f 
K 
where the right-hand-side terms represent the turbulence eddy viscosity 
production, conservative diffusion, non-conservative diffusion near wall 
turbulence destruction, transition damping o f production, and transition source of 
turbulence. The subscript b stands for "basic", w stands for "wal l" , and v stands 
for "viscous". 
The basic model constants for free-shear flows to control the production and 
diffusion o f turbulent eddy viscosity are: 
Cb] = 0.1355, C „ = 0.622 a 
The additional model constants and auxiliary functions for destruction of 
turbulent eddy viscosity in the boundary layer are: 
C w i = C b l / K 2 + { \ + C b 2 ) / a , r = ^ — 
£>K a 
Cw2 = 0.3, 
g = r + Cw2(r6-r), fw=B C =2 
The auxiliary functions for near wall regions are given as: 
X 
v 
x = -
v 
C v l = 7 . 1 . 
x3+cy \+xf« 
The auxiliary functions to control the laminar region of the shear layers and 
transition to turbulence are defined as: 
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finp\ Clrip[g,rip • exp •C,rip2-^jr(d2 +{glripdlrip)2) 
firipl _ C;r /p3 ' e X p( ^iripiZ )' 
8,HP = min(0.1, A f / l(oo Ax,rip)), 
C = 10 C = 2 0 C = 1 2 C = 0 5 
where is the vorticity at the boundary trip point, AL^ is the norm of 
difference between velocity at a,field point and the velocity at the trip point, 
Axlrj is the grid spacing along the wall at the trip, and d is the distance f rom the 
wall. 
Boundary conditions must be supplied for the turbulent model. Ideally, when the 
mesh near the wall is fine enough, the eddy viscosity on solid wall should be set 
to zero. In most high Reynolds number f low cases, a wall function has to be used 
in near wall regions to provide enough resolution. For the inlet far f rom wall and 
without incoming distortion, the eddy viscosity should be set to zero too, but for 
numerical reasons, a very small value o f the dependent variable ( v < 1 0 - 6 ) 
should be used as the inlet condition (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992), which implies 
a very small value for the eddy-viscosity. For an outlet, a simple extrapolation is 
used to transport information f rom the computational domain to outside. 
3.2 Modes of Flow Solvers 
In M B 3 D code, there are two computational modes for unsteady flows. One is in 
the frequency domain, and the other is in the time domain. 
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• Frequency Domain Solution 
In the frequency domain time-linearised method, it is assumed that the unsteady 
f low is composed o f a perturbation to the steady f low. Furthermore, the 
perturbation is assumed to be very small so that nonlinear effects can be 
neglected. In general, nonlinear f low disturbances in time and/or space can be 
identified and represented by a discrete Fourier series as long as they are periodic. 
For most engineering applications, only a few lower-order harmonics w i l l be 
sufficient. Based on this, He (1996) first proposed a novel computational model— 
-the nonlinear harmonic method which has made considerable progress by 
including the elements o f the nonlinear effects. In this method, the f low is taken 
as an unsteady perturbation to a time-averaged f low rather than a steady f low 
used in time-linearised methods. In M B 3 D code, He has developed this method 
to apply in the rotor-stator blade row aerodynamic interactions, inlet distortions, 
and aeroacoustic propagations in ducted fans. 
• Time Domain Solution 
The nonlinear time domain method provides more comprehensive physical 
modelling capabilities to simulate the unsteady f low phenomenon in 
turbomachines. In this thesis, this time domain method in M B 3 D was used to 
simulate and predict the fan tone noise and wind turbine blade-tower interaction. 
Time-marching method is a revolutionary invention by Moretti and Abbett (1966) 
for the solution o f transonic f low problems. Since then, a huge variety o f 
numerical schemes based on the time-marching concept have been developed for 
solving steady transonic inviscid and viscous external and internal flows as 
reviewed by Ning (1998). The time-marching method has been able to be used 
for unsteady f low calculation f rom its birth. As its name suggests, it is the most 
straightforward method, which time marches the f low state f rom one instant to 
the next, and finally to a converged state in which f low shows a 'steady-state' 
periodically. In the unsteady time-marching calculation, the time domain has a 
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real meaning. For a periodic unsteady flow, such as the unsteady flow induced 
by rotor-stator interaction or blade vibration, the final solution must be stepped 
through many cycles of the transient solution until a steady periodic solution is 
reached. 
There are two different time-marching schemes which are explicit time-marching 
and implicit time-marching. In the explicit time-marching scheme, the stability 
of the result is determined by the CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Levy) number. I f 
CFL<\, the result is convergent and global solution is stable; i f CFL>\, the 
solution becomes unstable, the convergent result can't be gained. In the implicit 
time-marching scheme, the convergent solution always can be gained due to the 
decay errors. Although there is a potential instability in the explicit time-
marching method, this method is always chosen because of the faster 
computation time. In MB3D code, the explicit time-marching method was 
adopted. 
The major advantage of the time-marching method is the modelling non-
linearities. However, it has been recognized that running a time-domain method 
is time consuming. To speed up time-marching in unsteady calculations, the 
multi-grid method is developed in the MB3D code (Huang, 2006). The time-
consistent multi-grid method was chosen when the wind turbine blade-tower 
interaction is simulated. In the time-consistent multi-grid method, a uniform 
global time-step length At is usually chosen to be about 20-30 times bigger than 
the time step At' determined by the numerical stability {CFL) condition. The 
simplest time-consistent multi-grid is to use just two level grids. In order to 
improve the accuracy, the intermediate meshes between the fine and coarse mesh 
are introduced: 
where R stands for the flow equation residual value, the subscripts f , i and c 
denote the fine mesh, the i'h intermediate mesh (of M levels) and the coarse mesh 
R R 
2 > su At + J AV AVi 
(3.13) 
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respectively. At f and Af ; are the allowable time-step lengths on the fine mesh 
and the /''' intermediate mesh respectively. For unsteady calculations, the 
uniform time-step length is maintained throughout the computational domain 
by selecting the coarse block step-size Atc to satisfy: 
Atc = At-Atf-JjAti (3.14) 
/=i 
3.3 Finite Volume Time-marching Scheme 
In the MB3D code, the governing equations are discretized in space using the 
cell-centered finite volume scheme and the space-discretized equations are using 
the second order accurate explicit four-step Runge-Kutta time-marching 
approach. The equations are the following: 
U"+]" = U" A K " M - - A / ,M (R1; + R"V - D"), (3.15) 
"/4 + R" - D"), (3.16) 
A J / « + l / 4 4 AV"+i/4 
AV" 1 At 
A j / " + 1 / 3 3 AV"+l/3 
AV" 1 AJ 
u n + l / 2 = u * _ * y _ - - — ( R ;,+IA1+R:-D"). (3.i7) 
U"+[ =U"-^- ^—(R"+]/1 +R"-D"), (3.18) 
AV AV 
Where R: is the net inviscid fluxes and RV is the net viscous fluxes through cell 
surfaces. 
^ = X ( ( / - - £ / « ^ ) ^ , + ( G - ^ ) M , + ( i / - J A v ^ > ^ r ) + 5 A ^ , (3.19) 
^ = I ( M , + ^ + ^ r ) . (3-20) 
To damp numerical oscillations, the artificial dissipation term D = ^d is 
introduced. A blend of second-order and fourth-order adaptive smoothing is 
utilized. In detail at the surface between cell (/,/, k) and cell k), 
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V 2 i,i+—,k 2 
',7 + 1 
At 
(3.21) 
where and £ ^ are second-order and fourth-order smoothing coefficients 
that are defined as follow: 
, ( 2 ) 
i,j+—,k 
2 
(2) Pi,j+\,k 2Pi,j,k
 + Pi,j-\,k 
PiJ+lk + 2Pi,j,k + 
( f 
= max i,j+—,k 
• 2 
o, ^ ( 4 ) _ ^(2&A)£{2) 
2 J J 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
where i d 2 ' , and K^2&^ are constants used to control the amount of 
numerical dissipation. 
3.4 Boundary Condition 
A numerical solution of the fluid governing equations can not be completed 
without boundary conditions being specified. There are several kinds of 
boundary conditions in MB3D code. In the fan tone noise transmission and wind 
turbine blade-tower interaction simulation problems, the inlet, outlet, distort, far 
field, solid wall and periodic boundary conditions are used. 
• Inlet/Outlet Boundary 
For a subsonic flow as analysed in this thesis, at the inlet boundary, total 
pressure, total temperature and the flow angles are specified; at the outlet 
boundary, the static pressure is specified, and other undefined flow variables at 
the outlet boundary are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. In order to 
avoid the non-physical reflections from the inlet and outlet boundaries, a 
simplified one-dimensional non-reflecting boundary treatment (Giles, 1990) is 
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applied in MB3D, which reduces the length of the inlet and outlet computational 
domains; therefore the computation time is saved. 
• Distort on the Inlet/Outlet Boundary 
When there are disturbances in the inlet or outlet boundary, these disturbances 
are assumed to be periodic temporally and spatially in the MB3D code, and the 
flow variables U can be decomposed into a time-averaged part U and a number 
of unsteady disturbances ut identified by their temporal periodicities. Each 
disturbance can be approximated by a set of Fourier series in time as the follows: 
U{x,0,r,t)=U{x,6>,r)+Yju,{x,e,r,t), (3.25) 
1=1 
u,(x,0,r,t) = £ (^„s in (n (o ,Y + a,))+ Bni cos(w(fi>(7 + <T,))), (3.26) 
where, N , is the number of disturbances; coj is the fundamental frequency of the 
/''' unsteady disturbance; An, and Bn, are the corresponding Fourier coefficients; 
N f m i is the order of the Fourier series; x, 0, and r are axial, circumferential and 
radial coordinates respectively; t is the physical time; cr is the inter-blade phase 
angle. 
In the fan tone noise simulation, the outlet disturbance wil l be applied. 
• Far Field 
In external aerodynamics, the flow has relatively uniform free-stream conditions 
far from the body. In numerical simulations, flow domains have to be truncated 
to a finite distance from the body. These truncated faces are known as far field 
boundaries. In this boundary condition, the stagnation pressure, the stagnation 
temperature, the velocity and the flow angle are input which will in turn give the 
far field velocity and pressure. These will be used to specify any incoming flow 
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characteristics for applying boundary conditions according to the local mesh 
orientation. In the wind turbine blade-tower simulation, this kind of boundary 
condition is adopted which wil l be described in Chapter 5. 
• Solid Wall Boundary 
At solid walls, the mesh grid points on solid wall surfaces are moving to comply 
with the blade rotation and/or vibration. For the non-slip wall boundary 
condition, because the viscous layers are very thin, the mesh near the wall 
surface must be very refined, which will cause additional computational cost due 
to the mesh refinement. Thus, fluid at the solid boundary is allowed to slip and 
an approximate log-law model (Denton, 1992) was applied in order to compute 
the wall shear stresses in the MB3D code: 
0.03177 0.25614 
= -0.001767 + —-, V + T - ? ^7> (3.27) 
0.5Pyw • ln(ReJ (ln(ReJ) 2 ' 
where wM,and pv are velocity and density at the first grid point away from the 
solid surfaces and Re,„ = pwuwAn//u . Comparing to the non-slip condition, this 
slip wall condition allows coarser mesh in the near wall region. 
• Periodic Boundary 
A periodic boundary is present in most turbomachinery applications. For a mesh 
with a periodic condition, periodic nodes and edges are treated as inner nodes 
and edges, the fluxes through the pair of edges are calculated only one time and 
given to two periodic cells. In the wind turbine blade-tower interaction 
simulation, the periodic boundary was adopted which will be described in 
Chapter 5. 
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C H A P T E R 4. A N A L Y S I S O F F A N T O N E NOISE 
P R O P A G A T I O N 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, the source of the fan noise and its affecting factors are reviewed. 
The basic understanding and useful guidance can be gained by looking into the 
noise propagation in a simple system. Tyler & Sofrin first put forward the theory 
of the fan tone noise generation and transmission system in 1962. In this chapter, 
this theory is described; and the different cut-on and cut-off sound wave 
transmission situations are correspondingly simulated by using the CFD method. 
4.2 Fan Tone Noise Propagation 
Once a blade starts to rotate, it will generate noises which came from the 
pressure fluctuations due to the non-uniform pressure field rotating with the 
blade. The pressure pattern is generated circumferentially. According to the 
generating mechanisms and its periodic characteristic, the pressure fluctuations 
can be expressed by a harmonic series of component frequencies through using 
the Fourier Transform. The pressure at a fixed radius and axial location can be 
expressed as: 
?(0,t) = fjaIIcos[nB{0-Qt) + ^ ] , (4.1) 
n=0 
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where 9 -Angular coordinate, radians; 
/ --Time coordinate; 
an -Amplitude coefficient; 
<t>n -Phase angle; 
n -Harmonic number (n=l for the fundamental blade passing 
disturbance); 
B -Number of rotor blades; 
Q -Rotor shaft speed, radians/sec. 
For the fixed angular reference position 9 =0, the function. (4.1) can be 
simplified as in Eq (4.2) giving the temporal variation. For the temporal 
reference time, / = 0, the function (4.1) can be simplified as shown in Eq (4.3) 
giving an instantaneous spatial variation. The pressure patterns for a rotor with 4 
blades are illustrated through Figure 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3. 
p ( 0 = Z {nBQt-</>„), (4.2) 
P ( * ) = £ (4.3) 
Q = 2^N. 
(1) For / = Z?N (fundamental harmonic), B Lobes situation, 
\ / 
Spatial Pressure Pattern Time Trace 
P,(0) = a, cos(B0 + jn) p,(<) a, cos(BQ.t - <f)n) 
Figure 4.1 Pressure Variations in time and space, n=T 
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(2) For / = 2BN (the first harmonic), 2 B Lobes situation, 
^ 7 
Spatial Pressure Pattern Time Trace 
P2 (e) = a2 cos(25£ + <f>n) P2 (t) = a2 cos(25Qr - <j>n) 
Figure 4.2 Pressure Variations in time and space, n=2 
(3) For / = 35N (the second harmonic), 3 B Lobes situation, 
/ 
r \ f \ f \ j * 
Spatial Pressure Pattern Time Trace 
P3 (9) = a3 cos(35^ + <t>n) P3 (t) = a3 cos(35Q/ - <f>n) 
Figure 4.3 Pressure Variations in time and space, n=3 
As we know, the flow passage in an axial flow fan is bounded by the casing wall 
outside and hub inside. Thus, the propagation of pressure waves is bounded by 
these two concentric cylinders. In the reference plane near the rotor, the pressure 
distribution can be represented by the following function: 
P. M . ' ) = p m Wcos[m(0 - M + ^ - l ( 4 - 4 ) 
where Pm(r)—the radial distribution function (Eq (4.5)); 
m —Number of lobes or cycles of circumferential pressure (here, m - nB); 
<j>m -Phase of m -th mode; 
Qm —Angular velocity of m -lobe spinning pattern; 
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Using the Bessel Function, the radial distribution pressure can be expressed as 
follows: 
P f f l (0 = Z « m A ( 0 = ^ Z « / , ( 0 ' (4-5) 
where P^r)—E-functions, which depends onm , a (hub-tip ratio), and fi (the 
number of nodes in the radial direction); 
a
m,i o r a f , —weighting coefficients; 
Now a parameter K relating / and f is introduced: 
2 2 2 ^ In 
J f fm, 
CO mil K XII mu 
J 
|^)'-tey|=f^-fev-) 2 (4.6) 
where / ' —driving frequency which can make the pressure wave transmit 
circumferentially; 
/ — C u t - o f f frequency of (m,/u) mode; the generated frequency i f this 
wave were supposed to travel in free space with natural velocity c 
along the circumferential direction; 
b —Outer wall radius; 
Mm -Circumferential Mach number for m-lobe pattern, Mm = = — ; 
c c 
/^'—Characteristic number depended onm , /u and a . 
WhenA/m >K'^jm, the wave can be propagated along the length of duct (x-
axial); whenM,,, < K'}°) jm, the wave will decay along the x-axis. According to 
the thin circular duct transmission, it is noted that the higher cross-nodes are, the 
higher cut-off frequency obtained. Consequently, the pressure wave will 
propagate as long as Mm < M*m = K'}^1 jm , here M*m was the critical 
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circumferential tip Mach number for the lowest radial mode ( /u = 0 ). 
Accordingly, / m 0 was called the cut-off frequency. 
4.3 Pressure Wave Transmission Characteristics 
According to the analysis above, the transmission characteristics can be summed 
up as below. 
(a) Decay situation. 
When / < fm0 {Mm < M*m), the pressure wave wil l decay along the duct. 
The pressure distribution can be expressed as the function below: 
P (r, 0, x, t) = amf?tl (r ) cos [m (9 - Q j ) + <j>m ] e k ^ , (4.7) 
where k. 
' i A ° ) / V 7 
/ m 
171 
M mu XII In m 
v 
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I — < 
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X 
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X 
2m) 
< A) 
in 
m 
Figure 4.4 Properties of Decaying Field 
(Outer wall of duct) 
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Through the Figure 4.4 above, the decay situation can be seen obviously. As 
long as / < fm0 (Mm < M'm), all waves including the modes /u > 0 will decay. 
(b) Resonance situation 
When/ = f„,0(Mm = M'm), the pressure wave will be the same along the duct. 
Under this situation, the pressure distribution can be expressed as the function 
below: 
?(r,9,x,t) = amO?o(r)cos[m(0-nmt) + 0m] (For M = 0 mode) (4.8) 
The pressure field of /u > 0 modes when they are at cut-off is expressed as below: 
?(r,0,x,t) = am/lPfi(r)cos[m(e-nmt)+ </>„,] (ForM > 0modes) (4.9) 
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Figure 4.5 Properties of Resonance Field 
(Outer wall of duct) 
From the Figure 4.5 above, it can be seen that the pressure wave is the same 
along the duct. 
(c) Propagation situation 
When / > fmQ {Mm > M'm), the pressure wave can be propagated along the duct. 
The pressure field for (m,0) mode is expressed as below: 
?{r,0,xj) = amO?o(r)Cos[m{d-nj)+Kxx + <f>ml (4.10) 
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where Kx =^-^MI - (M * ) 2 
o 
The pressure field for {m,fS) modes when they are at cut-off is expressed as 
below: 
P(r,0,x,f) = a „ „ , P » c o s M 0 - 0 . j ) + K X f l x + <f>m ] , (4.11) 
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Figure 4.6 Properties of Propagating Field 
(Outer wall of duct) 
From Figure 4.6, we can see that when cm > c , the pressure wave starts to 
propagate along the duct with an inclined angle. 
For fj. > 0 modes, we know / > f m 0 . When / > / , then all the f j . > 0 modes 
will propagate. 
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In fact, the critical circumferential tip Mach number M*m always above 1 for 
different m andcx . The critical tip velocity M'mc is always supersonic. However, 
along the radial direction, the velocity is different because of different radius. 
Accordingly, there always one point whose Mach number is equal to 1 
corresponding to M * at cut off. This point can be called the "center of 
propagation" which was simplified by using this point sometimes. 
The discussion above is based on the rotor only generation mechanism, for the 
rotor-stator interaction mechanism, the pressure distribution is different from 
function (4.1). It can be expressed as below: 
»=1 / / / = - « 
m m 
\ 
rm (4.12) 
where m = nB + kV , k =...-2, - 1 , 0, 1,2.. 
V = the number of stator vanes 
Although the pressure functions are different in the two different generating 
mechanisms, the analysis method is the same in relation to the propagation, and 
forms of the two equations are similar. The different mode number m is applied 
to get the value of the cut-off frequency. 
4.4 Simulation of Sound Wave Transmission in Cut-on and Cut-
off Situations 
Based on the analysis of the pressure wave transmission theoretically, the decay 
situation (cut-off situation) and the propagation situation (cut-on situation) can 
be simulated by using MB3D code. In the simulation of wave pressure 
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transmission along the duct, a cylinder is used to simulate the narrow annular 
duct, and the pressure wave transmission along the duct surface circumferentially 
wil l be simulated and analysed. At the exit of the duct, the duct is subject to 
upstream running acoustic waves to simulate a rotating unsteady pressure field 
which is generated by a fan rotor. In this case, one block is adopted to simulate 
the cylinder as our whole computational domain. Figure 4.7 shows the 
computational domain. 
Figure 4.7 Computational Domain for Pressure Wave Transmission 
Here, the axial length of the cylinder is taken as 0.5 meter, and the 
circumferential length of the cylinder is 1 meter. Numerical test showed that for 
the present second-order spatial discretization, at least 20 mesh points should be 
needed for accurately resolving one harmonic. In this case, 25 mesh cells per 
wavelength are applied here. Along the axial length of the cylinder, totally 101 
mesh points were adopted; along the circumferential length, totally 201 mesh 
points were used. Thus, the mesh space is the same in both two directions. The 
mesh projection in 2D is shown in Figure 4.8 as follows. The pressure 
disturbances are specified at the exit. 
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Figure 4.8 The Mesh Projection in 2D 
In the inlet of the cylinder, the total pressure is set up as 105Pa, the total 
temperature is 29&K, and the flow angle is zero; in the outlet of the cylinder, the 
static pressure is defined as 0.7x10sPa. Also, in order to simulate the fan rotor at 
the outlet of the cylinder, a distortion at the outlet boundary was added. A 0.15% 
of the total pressure perturbation is set up, and the pressure perturbation is set up 
as a sinusoidal regulation circumferentially. Non-reflective boundary condition 
was adopted. By specifying different frequencies for the distortion, different 
pressure wave transmission situation is simulated as follows. 
According to the analysis of the theory of the sound wave, it is noted that when 
the driving frequency is below the cut-off frequency, the pressure wave will 
decay along the duct (cut-off situation), and when the driving frequency is above 
the cut-off frequency, the pressure wave can propagate along the duct without 
any decay. With different driving frequencies, these cut-on and cut-off situations 
are simulated by using MB3D code as following below. 
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Figure 4.9 Cut-off Simulation 1 
Figure 4.9 shows the situation of the pressure wave transmission under the 
condition of the cut-off ratio (driving frequency/cut-off frequency) is 60.6%. 
From the different values of the static pressure, it can be seen that, in this 
situation, the pressure wave can not be propagated upstream along the duct; 
while, with the transmission, it is decayed very quickly. With a different cut-off 
ratio, the decay rate is different. Figure 4.10 shows another cut-off situation with 
the cut-off ratio is 30.3%, indicating a faster decay compared with the previous 
case. 
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Figure 4.10 Cut-off Simulation 2 
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(b) Cut on Situation 
inlet out et 
Figure 4.11 Cut-on Simulation 1 
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The cut-on situation is simulated with the increased driving frequency. Figure 
4.11 shows the situation of the pressure wave transmission under the condition of 
the cut-on ratio (driving frequency/cut-off frequency) is 120.2%. From the 
different values of the static pressure, we can see, in this situation, the pressure 
wave can propagate upstream along the duct without any decay. Figure 4.12 
shows another cut-on situation with a different cut-on ratio 144.0%, indicating a 
faster propagation compared with the previous case. 
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Figure 4.12 Cut-on Simulation 2 
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4.5 Summary 
In this Chapter, the sound wave transmission along the narrow annular duct in 
the moving media has been studied. With different driving frequencies, the 
different pressure wave transmissions are simulated by using the CFD MB3D 
code. Based on the calculation results, when the driving frequency is below the 
cut-off frequency, the pressure wave will decay along the duct, and the decay 
rate will increase with the cut-off ratio decreasing. When the driving frequency is 
above the cut-off frequency, the pressure wave can propagate upstream along the 
duct without any decay. Unfortunately, since there are no theoretical and 
experimental results found in the open literature, the simulation results are not 
compared with the theoretical/experimental results in this thesis. 
Usually the acoustic waves have small amplitudes relative to numerical errors. 
This makes the difficulty to simulate the acoustic wave. The simulation results in 
this chapter proved that this CFD method can simulate such acoustic waves in 
2D situation. Therefore, this method can be developed to apply on the concentric 
cylindrical duct pressure wave transmission 3D simulation. In 3D, cut-on and 
cut-off situations can simultaneously occur in different radii, which makes part 
span cut-on and part span cut-off situation. Moreover, this code can be 
developed to simulate pressure wave transmission under non-axisymmetric flow. 
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C H A P T E R 5. A N A L Y S I S O F WIND T U R B I N E B L A D E -
T O W E R I N T E R A C T I O N AND P E R I O D I C P I T C H I N G 
F O R A C T I V E C O N T R O L 
Based on the literature review of wind turbine in Chapter 2, it is known that wind 
turbine blade-tower interaction will cause increased dynamic stresses of the 
blades, rise in the wind turbine noise and unsteady power output. In this Chapter, 
we will use the CFD MB3D code to simulate the blade-tower interaction and 
study the feasibility for an adaptive pitching control of the interaction. 
5.1 Wind Turbine Blade-Tower Interaction 
For a typical HAWT wind turbine, while the blades rotate, the aerodynamic load 
changes periodically in time because of the blade-tower interaction, and the 
range of the load is influenced by some factors, such as the distance between the 
rotor and tower, and the wind speed. This unsteady blade force variation can be 
simulated by using MB3D code. Figure 5.1 shows the starting relative position 
of the blade and tower in a 2D situation. 
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Figure 5.2 One Blade and Tower 2D Mesh 
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Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 shows the blade with tower 2D computational domain. 
In this simulation, the multi-block structured mesh is used. There are total 10 
blocks in this computational domain. The block 1 is around the blade, which is 
shown in Figure 5.3. The block 6 is around the tower, which is shown in Figure 
5.4. 
0.5 
0.3 -
-0.1 0 0.1 
Figure 5.3 Block 1 Mesh 
Figure 5.4 Block 6 Mesh 
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For the left edge of the block 4 and the right edge of the block 10, the far field 
boundary condition is applied; for the upper edge of blocks 4, 3, 5, 9, 8, 10, and 
the bottom edge of blocks 4, 2, 5, 9, 7, 10, the periodic boundary condition is 
applied; for the block 1 and 6, which are around the blade and tower, the solid 
wall boundary condition is applied. In this simulation, the wind speed is defined 
to be 15m/s, the diameter of the tower is lm. From Figure 5.3, it can be 
measured that the angle between the blade's chord and the x axis is 83.4°; in 
order to make the flow incidence angle close to zero which is good to the flow 
areodymamic, the tangential speed of the blade is defined at 1.75m/s. The 
different situations with different distances between blade and tower are 
simulated respectively, and the corresponding force variations in x (axial) and y 
(tangential) two directions are analyzed accordingly. 
The different gap distances between the blade (Mid-chord) and the tower 
(Leading Edge) will cause different force variations on the blade. Two different 
gap distances are chosen, which are 1.8m and 1.3m in the simulation. As the 
diameter of the tower is Im, the gap distances are expressed in terms of the 
tower diameter as 1.8D and 1.3D. In order to compare the extent of the force 
variation, the non-dimensional force expression was adopted; the instantaneous 
force (the "force" in Chapter 5 means the "force acting on the blade") is 
normalized by the time-averaged value. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the non-
dimensional force comparisons between the two different gap distances. 
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Figure 5.5 Non-Dimensional Force Comparisons in Tangential Direction 
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Figure 5.6 Non-Dimensional Force Comparisons in the Axial Direction 
From Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, it can be seen that the force variations are quite 
different with the different gap distances between blade and tower. The 
quantitative comparisons are shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Non-dimensional Force Comparisons with Different Blade-Tower Gap 
^ \Force 
Distances 
FYmin/ 
FY a v 
FYmax/ 
FY a v 
Variation 
percentage 
FXmin/ 
FX a v 
F X m a x / 
FX a v 
Variation 
percentage 
Gap=1.8D 0.942 1.058 11.62% 0.955 1.045 9.00% 
Gap=1.3D 0.906 1.094 18.78% 0.925 1.075 14.99% 
Table 5.1 shows the minimum and maximum values of the non-dimensional 
force and the variation percentage. When the blade-tower distance is reduced, the 
force variation is noticeably enlarged. Through increasing the blade-tower gap 
distance, the force variation can be decreased. However, the blade-tower distance 
can not be increased too much considering the wind turbine structure balance and 
the bending momentum. Therefore, it is necessary to consider another possible 
option to control and reduce this interaction. The question is whether a periodic 
pitching of blades can be made or not to control the blade-tower interaction 
actively. This issue is addressed in section 5.2 & 5.3. 
5.2 One Blade Adaptive Pitch Simulation for Active Control 
The simulation results in section 5.1 show the blade force variation in one 
revolution. In order to control and reduce the force variation on the blade, further 
blade force simulations are analyzed in this section. First, the blade force 
variations caused only by pitching the blade are simulated, and then the pitching 
blade simulation is added onto the wind turbine rotating blade to predict new 
force variation after adding this adaptive pitch. 
For a pitching blade in isolation, the computational domain is shown in Figure 
5.7. In this simulation, the simple sinusoidal pitching displacement around blade 
mid-chord in time is adopted. 
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Figure 5.7 One Blade 2D Simulation 
Figure 5.8 shows the non-dimensional blade force variation under given different 
pitch angle. 
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Figure 5.8 Non-Dimensional Force Comparisons with Different Pitch Angle 
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Table 5.2 shows the non-dimensional force variation percentage with different 
pitch angle 
Table 5.2 Non-dimensional Force Comparisons with Different Pitch Angles 
Pitching 
angle 
F Y m j n / 
FY a v 
FYmax/ 
FY a v 
Variation 
percentage 
0.3degree 0.974 1.026 5.30% 
0.4degree 0.965 1.035 7.06% 
0.5degree 0.956 1.044 8.81% 
From the value of Table 5 .2, it can be seen that the force variation percentage is 
proportional to the pitching angle which means this relationship is liner. 
Therefore, in order to minimize the force variation caused by the blade-tower 
interaction, the correct pitching angle can be obtained by interpolation or 
extrapolation method in terms of different variation percentage. 
In a given condition, the force variation caused by the blade-tower interaction is 
expressed by the Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 Non-Dimensional Force Variation in Tangential Direction Caused by 
Blade-Tower Interaction 
Figure 5.9 show the non-dimensional minimum force in tangential direction is 
0.953; the non-dimensional maximum force in tangential direction is 1.047, the 
force variation percentage is 9.34%. In order to minimize this variation, linear 
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extrapolation method is adopted to get the suitable pitch angle based on the 
database shown in Table 5.2. The calculated pitching angle is 0.53° to generate 
the same force variation percentage (9.34%) but out of phase which is shown in 
Figure 5.10. I f pitch angle is larger than 0.53°, the force variation generated by 
pitching blade will be larger than which shown in Figure 5.9 and the force 
variation can not be minimized. 
Fy/Fy-aver 
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10000 19000 20000 29000 30000 39000 time step 
Figure 5.10 Blade Force Variation Caused by Pitching Blade 0.53° 
In order to cancel the force variation caused by the blade-tower interaction (as 
shown in Figure 5.9) by that caused by the blade pitching (Figure 5.10), the 
correct phase angle has to be chosen to make the two curves just in the opposite 
phase, which means the start point to pitch the blade has to be chosen also. In 
this case, the two curves' time step difference measured from Figure 5.9 and 
Figure 5.10 is 70 when they are just in the opposite phase. The time step for one 
revolution is 4000, therefore, the difference phase angle is 360x70/4000=6.3°. 
Through running the MB3D code, it is calculated that the time to pass the whole 
domain is 0.1337 sec, thus it can be deduced that the pitching start time is 
0.1337x6.3/360=0.00234 sec, which is almost the same moment when the blade 
just passing the tower. Now, the pitching blade can be added onto the blade-
tower computational domain and the pitching effect on the blade force will be 
analysed while the rotating blade is periodically pitched. Figure 5.11 and Table 
5.3 showed the non-dimensional force variations. 
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Figure 5.11 Non-Dimensional Tangential Force Comparisons With and Without 
Pitching Blade 
Table 5.3 Non-dimensional Tangential Force Comparisons 
Non-dimensional Force FYmin/ 
F Y a v 
F Y m a x / 
F Y a v 
Variation 
percentage 
Without blade pitching 0.953 1.047 9.34% 
With blade pitching 0.983 1.017 3.31% 
Figure 5.11 and Table 5.3 showed, after the adaptive pitching is added, the blade 
force variation in the tangential direction is reduced by (9.34-3.31)/9.34=65%. It 
can not be totally cancelled, since the force variation caused by the blade-
interaction is not of a pure sinusoidal form, while the force variation caused by 
pitching the blade is almost of a pure sinusoidal form, therefore, just part of the 
variation can be cancelled due to the different displacement form. However, it 
can be seen that just a little pitching can reduce most of the unsteady force from 
the blade-tower interaction. 
Based on the analysis above, the blade force variation caused by the blade-tower 
interaction can be well simulated by the MB3D code. And the pitch active 
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control effect on the blade-tower interaction is commendably simulated as well. 
Till now, this analysis is based on one blade assumption. In reality, most wind-
turbines have three rotor blades. In the following section, the three blades 
situation is simulated by MB3D code. 
5.3 Three Blades Adaptive Pitching for Active Control 
In order to study on the pitching blade effect, three blades with one tower were 
simulated in a 2D situation. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the computational 
domain. 
In this simulation, 20 blocks were used in the computation domain. The wind 
speed is assumed to be 15m/s, the diameter of the tower is lm, the blade (mid-
chord) and tower (leading edge) distance is 1.3m, and the tangential speed of the 
blade is defined to be 1.75m/s to make the flow incidence angle close to zero. 
When the blades are rotating, the forces on all the three blades are changing due 
to the blade-tower interaction. But the unsteady flow pattern is the same for all 
three blades, with a constant phase difference. The middle one blade is chosen to 
be as the reference to study the blade force variation. For one revolution, the time 
step is 4000. In order to minimize the force variation caused by the blade-tower 
interaction, the force curve caused by the interaction has to be analyzed first; 
then the correct pitching regulation is chosen to match it. 
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Figure 5.12 Three Blades and Tower in 2D Situation 
J I L. 
Figure 5.13 Three Blades and Tower 2D Mesh 
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(1) Axial Force 
Figure 5.14 shows the force (axial direction) variation in five revolutions. The 
top curve shows clearly how the blade force varies with different blade tower 
relative position. As the blade approaches the tower, the force on the aerofoil 
falls until the blade is just in front of the tower; as the blade then proceeds to 
pass the tower, the generated force on the aerofoil rises and then returns to the 
normal condition. 
In order to minimize this interaction, the blade can be designed to start to pitch at 
a circumferential point when the blade is just about to pass the tower and stop 
pitching at a point when the blade has past the tower. This force curve in the 
axial direction caused by just pitching the blade is also shown in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14 Axial Blade Force Comparisons 
According to the analysis of the force variation (by blade-tower interaction) 
curve in Figure 5.14, it can be measured that the force starts to variation based on 
sinusoidal form from the 3000 time step till 4700 time step in each revolution, 
which means, the blade can be set to start pitching when the blade-tower angle is 
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(4000-3000)x360/4000=90° as the blade approaches the tower, and stop pitching 
when the blade is past the tower with a blade-tower angle (4700-
4000)x360/4000=63°, and thus the correct phase opposite curve is obtained. 
Based on the numerical test and interpolation or extrapolation methods which are 
described in section 5.2, 0.4°pitch angle is chosen to match the force variation 
curve amplitude. Under this condition, the force variation on the pitching blade 
is simulated and shown in Figure 5.14 as the bottom curve. Based on the two 
curves shown in Figure 5.14, the pitching blade is added to the blade-tower 
computational domain and new blade force variation is calculated. Figure 5.15, 
Figure 5.16 and Table 5.4 showed the pitching effect on the force variation. 
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Figure 5.15 Axial Force Comparisons With and Without Pitching Blade 
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Figure 5.16 Non-Dimensional Axial Force Comparisons With and Without 
Pitching Blade 
Table 5.4 Non-dimensional Axial Torce Comparisons 
Non-dimensional Force FXmin/ 
FX a v 
FX m a x/ 
FX a v 
Variation 
percentage 
Without blade pitching 0.951 1.049 9.75% 
With blade pitching 0.973 1.027 5.37% 
Figure 5.15, 5.16 and Table 5.4 show that the axial force variation was reduced 
from 9.75% to 5.37%, which means it is reduced by 5.37/9.75=55.07% through 
using the adaptive pitching blade. This is useful for reducing the bending 
moment variation, significant to the wind-turbine structure integrity. 
(2) Tangential Force 
In the same situation, the force in the Y-direction is analyzed. Figure 5.17 shows 
the tangential force variation. When the blades pass the tower, the force in Y-
direction has the same regulation as it is in X-direction. The tangential force 
variation not only increases the power output fluctuation, but also reduces the 
average power output. 
- no pitch 
— withpitch 
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Also, under the same pitching regulation (the blade starts pitching when the 
blade-tower angle is 90° before it pass the tower, and stops pitching when the 
blade past the tower with blade-tower angle 63°, and the blade is pitched based 
on the sinusoidal form with 0.4° pitch angle) The pitching effect is shown in 
Figure 5.18, 5.19 and Table 5.5 as follows. 
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Figure 5.17 Tangential Blade Force Comparisons 
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Figure 5.18 Tangential Force Comparisons With and Without Pitching Blade 
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Figure 5.19 Non-Dimensional Tangential Force Comparisons With and Without 
Pitching Blade 
Table 5.5 Non-dimensional Tangential Force Comparisons 
Non-dimensional Force F Y m m / 
FY a v 
FYmax/ 
FY a v 
Variation 
percentage 
Without blade pitching 0.93702 1.06298 12.60% 
With blade pitching 0.97386 1.02614 5.23% 
In this situation, from Figure 5.19 and Table 5.5, it can be seen that after adding 
the blade pitching, the tangential force variation is decreased from 12.6% to 
5.23% which means it is decreased by 5.23/12.6=58.49%. From Figure 5.18, it 
can be seen that the average tangential force is increased from 154 to 160 which 
means it is increased by (160-154)/l 60=3.75%. Therefore the average power 
output for this blade section should be increased by 3 .75%. 
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5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the wind turbine blade tower interaction and adaptive blade 
pitching control are studied. The blade force variations caused by the blade-
tower interaction are simulated under different blade-tower gap distances using 
CFD simulation method. A remarkable decrease on blade force variation is 
achieved by the application of sinusoidal regulation applied to the blade adaptive 
pitching control, for given relative angles between the blade and tower. In the 
simulation cases, when pitching the blade just 0.5° under the sinusoidal pitching 
displacement in time, the force variation is reduced by 50%. This result displays 
the noticeably pitching effects of the adaptive control on the blade-tower 
interaction. Therefore, a good resolution is provided to minimize the blade force 
variations caused by the blade-tower interaction. 
The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the MB3D code to 
simulate 2D situation, therefore, this code can be developed and applied to 
simulate the 3D situation, which will provide guidance to engineers to minimize 
the blade bending momentum and improve the wind turbine structure stability 
for a range of power generation. The increased capital and exploitation costs due 
to the introduction of periodically blades pitching mechanism into the wind 
turbine design should be considered also. 
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C H A P T E R 6 C O N C L U S I O N S AND 
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
• In this thesis, CFD MB3D code was introduced to simulate the fan tone noise 
wave transmission along the duct upstream and the pitching blade application in 
wind turbine to minimize the blade-tower interaction. 
6.1 Conclusions on the Fan Tone Noise Analysis 
In Chapter 4, the CFD MB3D code has been used to simulate the different 
pressure wave transmissions for the different applied driving frequencies. The 
simulation result shows, when the applied driving frequency is above the cut-off 
frequency, the pressure wave will propagate along the duct axial direction 
upstream. When the applied driving frequency is blow the cut-off frequency, the 
pressure wave will decay along the duct. The rate of the decay will increase as 
the cut-off ratio is decreased. In this paper, the different cut-off ratio 60.60% & 
30.3% are simulated, the results display that the pressure wave decayed faster 
under 30.3% cut-off ratio condition. 
Based on the simulation results, it can be seen that the acoustic waves can be 
simulated by the CFD MB3D code with low numerical dispersion and 
dissipation in 2D situation. There is no experimental result available so far, but 
this simulation gives an advantage for the future to do comparison with 
experimental/theoretical results. Also, this CFD simulation method provides an 
advantage for simulating pressure wave transmissions on a concentric cylindrical 
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duct in 3D situation. A phenomenon of 3D simulation of a concentric cylindrical 
duct is the part span cut-on and part span cut-off situations. These situations are 
the results of the cut-on case at a given radius occurring simultaneously with the 
cut-off case at a different radius. A further advantage of the CFD MB3D code 
simulation allows us to develop empirical models to analyse pressure wave 
transmissions under a non-axisymmetric flow. 
The results of the simulation can be used in the selection of the following: 
• Number of rotor blades 
• Rotor and stator combination 
• Tip-hub ratio 
• Rotor tip Mach number 
All of the above factors can be used, at the design stage, to determine cut-off 
situation avoiding cut-on situation and hence minimize the fan tone noise 
propagation. 
6.2 Conclusions on the Analysis of Wind Turbine Blade-Tower 
Interaction 
In chapter 5, the wind turbine blade-tower interaction and blade adaptive 
pitching control are simulated using CFD MB3D code. The calculation results 
showed that the blade force variation caused by the blade-tower interaction can 
be minimized through introducing adaptive pitching control on the blade. 
In the 2D simulation cases, when pitching the blade just 0.5° by applying the 
sinusoidal regulation on the adaptive control under given blade pitching 
start/stop circumferential points in the revolutions, the force variation is reduced 
by 50%. This result displays the noticeably pitching effects of the adaptive 
control on the blade-tower interaction. A 50% decrease on blade force variation 
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can be achieved based on the simulation results. Thus, it provides a good 
resolution to minimize the blade-tower interaction. 
The results demonstrate the CFD MB3D code can be applied to simulate the 
wind turbine blade-tower interaction in 2D situation. Therefore, this method 
provides an advantage for doing the 3D calculations. 
The simulation results can be used to provide guidance to engineers on how to 
minimize the blade-tower interaction. Consequently, it will contribute to the 
following: 
• Minimize the blade bending momentum. 
• Increase the blade fatigue life span. 
• Improve the wind turbine structure stability. 
o Reduce the aerodynamic noise caused by the blade-tower interaction. 
6.3 Recommendations 
Based on the analysis above, some recommendations are provided below: 
• For the fan noise transmission problem, it is recommended to simulate 
the resonance situation. 
• More research should be carried out in 3D simulations, and to predict the 
noise level for realistic fan configurations. 
• In wind turbine pitching blade, the 3D situation is recommended to be 
studied and the pitching regulation should be improved in order to 
minimize the blade-tower interaction. 
• The aeroelastic behaviour of the blade will cause the change of attack 
angle by blade deflection. Further simulation should be studied on this 
change and the effect on the blade-tower interaction. 
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